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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 
CELEBRATING HELLENIC STORYTELLING 

 

COMMITTED opens Greek Film Fest Chicago! 2014 

 
For more information: pr@greekfilmfestchicago.org 

 
CHICAGO (October 2014) – FilmHellenes, the not-for-profit organization 

dedicated to identifying, promoting and celebrating Hellenic Storytelling, 
has announced the lineup and schedule of films for its 3rd- 4th annual 
Greek Film Fest Chicago!, to take place October 2-6, 2014 at the 
Skokie Theater on 7924 N. Lincoln Ave, Skokie, Illinois, 60077. Due 
to venue issues last year, the 2013 Film Festival has been combined 
with the 2014 Film Festival. 

 
As in previous years, a plethora of Greek filmmakers from around the world 

answered the Festival’s call. Entries from Greece, Cyprus, USA, 
Canada, Australia, Italy, UK, Lithuania, Netherlands and India have 
graced the FilmHellene’s mailbox; thirty films were selected for 
competition in this year’s Festival. 

 

OPENING NIGHT - THURSDAY OCTOBER 2 begins at 6:45 pm, as ART 
ANDROS, President of the FilmHellenes, opens the Festival. At 7 pm, 
the first of three shorts SWING, by Sotiris Georgantas will play and it is 
about guilt and how actions can affect someone’s life. In 5 WAYS TWO 
DIE, by Daina Papadaki, a man explores different ways of death -
struggling to achieve the most ideal result. Finally in BOB GOES TO 
THE PARTHENON, by Stella Kriakopoulos, the Director gives her own 
rendition on what the Greek word ‘filotimo’ means. 
 

Thursday’s feature film (7:42 pm) is COMMITTED by Stelana Kliris: a 
chance meeting between a man, being pressured to propose to his 
girlfriend, and a runaway bride proves to be intriguing. 

 

Friday screenings will start 6:00 pm with four shorts. First is humane 
Dimitra Nikolopoulou’s optimistic short RUNNING DRY. Next are two 
lighthearted shorts: RF by Stavros Liokalos and CHELSEA-
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BARCELONA by Alexandros Chantzis. SOMETHING WILL TURN UP, 
by Thanos Psyhogios follows next, eloquently showing how a woman 
facing a financial impasse struggles to maintain her dignity. The 
evening ends with Dimitris Athiridis’s ONE STEP AHEAD, a 
documentary on Yannis Boutaris’ struggle against visible and invisible 
opponents as an unconventional independent mayoral candidate for 
Thessaloniki. It is a battle that comes to a head in the notorious conflict 
with the Bishop of Thessaloniki, Anthimos. 

 

Saturday is a day where history and politics is the predominant theme.   
 The FIRST afternoon segment starts at 2:00 pm with THE LEGACY 
 OF ANDREI SAKHAROV by Kostas Argyros, centering on the 
 ‘Sakharov Prize’ in memory of the Russian fighter for the freedom of 
 thought and speech, followed by Fofo Terzidou’s BY-STANDING 
 AND  STANDING-BY. This documentary, using as a cause the   

Shoah of Thessaloniki’s Jewish community and the unknown story of  
rescue of the Katerini Jews, discusses historic memory, collective 
trauma and silence in Greek society. It also analyses the ways the 
official version of events has been constructed and deconstructs the 
stereotypes and prejudices that still survive. 

The SECOND segment of Saturday afternoon begins with WILD AND 
 PRECIOUS by Bill Mousoulis and presents the journey of an Italian 
 cinematographer who finds himself in the midst of the Greek socio-
 political crisis when an Australian TV producer hires his services to 
 film during the Athens riots. Next is Marco Gastine’s 
 documentary, nominated for the PRIX EUROPA 2013 (European 
 Broadcasting Awards), DEMOKRATIA, THE WAY OF THE CROSS.   
 It explores the political practices in Greece today by following the 
 campaign of four candidates for the May 6, 2012 parliamentary 
 election, held in the context of an unprecedented crisis. 
 
Saturday evening (7:06 pm) will start with four shorts: MY DAD IS A 
 DRACULA by Konstantinos Chaliasas is first. A 7 year-old boy, who 
 believes his dad is a Dracula, has to deal with his fears. Next is 
 HEAVEN ON LINE by filmmaking duo Agnes Sklavos and Stelios 
 Tatakis. Then comes KM by Christos Nikou. The last short is 
 COUNTING HAPPINESS by Venetia Evripiotou, the cute story of 5-
 year-old boy, Hasan, and his adventures. 
 
Ending Saturday evening is the film TIED RED THREAD by Kostas  
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Haralambous, which focuses on the events that occurred after the 
end of WWII in Greece and the circumstances that led to the Greek 
Civil War (1946-1949). 

  
Sunday afternoon is dedicated to Thessaloniki! At 2 pm, the first segment 

opens with Chryssa Tzelepi’s and Akis Kersanidis’ harsh historical 
documentary CHORTIATIS: THE CHRONICLE OF AN 
EXTERMINATION. Following in softer tones, is Panagiotis 
Kountouras’s HEROES OF THE FLICKS, a documentary about the 
vanishing breed of film projectionists, and the shorts TRAFFIC by 
Leonardo Cariglino from the Netherlands and THE FEAR by George 
Angeludis. 

 
Late Sunday afternoon at 5:15 pm, the theme of history and politics 

continues. Sponsored by the Pancretan Association of America in 
Chicago, the documentary Palikari - LOUIS TAKAS AND THE 
LUDLOW MASSACRE, by Lamprini Thoma and Nikos Ventouras will 
be shown. This significant documentary presents the tragedy of the 
Greek immigrants laboring in Colorado’s coal mines and the 
legendary Cretan Takas who was willing to take on the coal 
companies. From 6:45-7:45 pm, the Pancretan American 
Association will present a program which will include the film's 
Producer Lamprini Thoma and Director Nikos Ventouras who will 
be in attendance. 

 
On Sunday evening, at 7:55 pm, the film THE AMORGOS CONSPIRACY 

by Nikolia Apostolou will play, which is based on Elias Kulukundis’s 
non-fiction book The Amorgos Conspiracy: The True Story & Its 
Characters. Unfolding the story of a center-left politician imprisoned 
by the colonels’ dictatorship in the late 1960s and the plot to rescue 
him conceived by his son-in-law, Mr. Kulukundis, this film promises to 
be another important historical feature. Mr. Kulukundis will be in 
attendance to conduct a Q&A after the screening, as well as to have 
a book signing. 

Finally, Sunday evening ends with the award winning biopic of Canadian-
Greek Tony Assimakopoulos’ FORTUNATE SON, examining his 
complicated relationship with his immigrant parents as he prepares 
for marriage. 

 

Monday, October 6th starts at 8:30 pm with the short THE BALLOON, by 
Natalia Lampropoulou. A little girl cannot understand that her father is 
dead and the arrival of a balloon makes the situation even more 
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difficult. Ending Monday evening and closing the Festival is the film 
TUNGSTEN. A crash landing to Greek fiscal reality in the form of the 
spare, non-linear, standing-out aesthetics is the feature debut of 
Giorgos Georgopoulos. Consecutive power failures portray a society 
‘forgotten in the dark’ as victims and villains switch roles revealing a 
mechanism stronger than their own volition: empty bank accounts, 
bounced checks and bankrupt dreams intertwine forming a whirlwind 
of tragedy in the center of Athens. 

 
 
 
 
 

All non-English language films include English subtitles. 
 

The schedule is subject to change without notice.  
For the most up-to-date schedule information, please check: 

greekfilmfestchicago.org 
 
 

Festival Details: 
Thursday, October 2 to Monday, October 6, 2014 

SKOKIE THEATER 
7924 N. LINCOLN AVE. 

SKOKIE, ILLINOIS 60077 
 

FilmHellenes – Greek Film Fest Chicago! 
Celebrating Hellenic StoryTelling 

Visit us at greekfilmfestchicago.org 
Like Greek Film Fest Chicago! on Facebook 

http://www.greekfilmfestchicago.org/
http://www.greekfilmfestchicago.org/
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Greek-Film-Fest-Chicago/202509503109745

